In vitro properties of human melanoma cells metastatic in nude mice.
We have developed a human melanoma metastasis model in nude mice. In this model, a human variant cell line (451-LU) was obtained that spontaneously metastasized in nude mice. This variant cell line was selected from the lung of a nude mouse after several in vivo passages of human melanoma WM164 cells previously isolated from a melanoma metastasis of a patient. The WM164 cells were not competent for metastasis in nude mice prior to this selection. We compared the phenotypes of the parental nonmetastatic cell line and the metastatic variant with respect to growth at clonal seeding densities in protein-free medium (growth factor independence), in vitro invasion through reconstructed basement membranes, secretion of proteolytic enzymes, expression of tumor-associated antigens, and chromosomal abnormalities. Metastatic 451-LU cells showed significantly increased growth factor independence when grown at clonal seeding densities as compared to the parental cells. In in vitro chemoinvasion assays, metastatic 451-LU cells were significantly more invasive than the parental cells. The metastatic variant secreted collagenase and tissue type plasminogen activator at levels 10- and 3-fold higher than the parental WM164 cells, respectively. Polyclonal antibodies to tissue type plasminogen activator significantly inhibited invasion through reconstructed basement membranes. In metastatic 451-LU cells, expression of nerve growth factor receptor was elevated, both at the protein and transcriptional level. Metastatic cells were aneuploid with a mode of 97 chromosomes, whereas the parental nonmetastatic cells had a mode of 52 chromosomes. Our studies suggest that metastatic melanoma cell variants selected in vivo show increased independence of exogenous growth factors when grown at clonal cell densities, enhanced invasiveness in vitro, greater secretion of proteolytic enzymes, and increased chromosome mode as compared to the nonmetastatic parental cells. The data further suggest that melanoma cells isolated from metastatic lesions and maintained in vitro have an unstable invasive phenotype but that metastatic variant cells can readily be selected.